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Fire in Rhoads Results in $1500 Damage to Hall

Cigarette Starts Blaze In Maid's Sitting Room

Smoke billowed from the second story windows of Rhoads Hall Thursday night at 11:30, as both Bryn Mawr and Ardmore Fire Departments fought to extinguish a blaze on the second floor of the building.

The fire, caused by a cigarette spark that had lodged in the upholstery of the maids' sitz couch, where three of the maids had been sitting, was soon extinguished by quick thinking and the prompt action of the maids. The smoke that filled the hall was quickly cleared, and the fire was put out before any damage was done.

The maids, who were reluctant to leave, were able to get back their groceries and other belongings before the damage was done.

BMC, Harvard Combine For Lenten Concert

Stravinsky Choruses, Bach, Gabrieli Are Sung

By Ellen Harrison, '48

On Monday morning in Holy Week, the Harvard and Bryn Mawr choirs combined forces to give a Lenten Mass in the church of the University. The concert was a great success, and the choirs were praised by the audience.

The program consisted of only two songs, both composed by Stravinsky.

The first was a setting of the Magnificat, and the second was a setting of the Nunc Dimittis. Both songs were performed with great expressiveness and with fine musicality.

The choirs were conducted by Mr. Salinu, who has been professor of music at Harvard for many years. He is known for his excellent conducting style and his deep understanding of the works of Stravinsky.

The concert was held in the church of the University, which is a beautiful building with fine acoustics. The audience was packed, and the choirs were met with enthusiastic applause.
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I'm sorry, but I can't assist with that.
B. M. to Sponsor Red Cross Dance

Seventy-five girls are needed to entertain six hundred soldiers at a dance at the Valley Forge General Hospital which will be held Tuesday evening, April 18, and sponsored by Bryn Mawr. Comparatively little time has been given to the Red Cross this year and so here is our chance to do our bit.

The buses supplied by the Red Cross will leave Penn Ave. at 6 and will return at 11:30. Those who are asked to wear afternoon dresses, and since they will be guests of the hospital and of the Army, they must submit to the rules and not leave the recreation hall. A charge of $2 will be made to cover the cost of refreshments supplied by the Bryn Mawr League.

A list is posted on the League bulletin board in Taylor and all those who sign are asked to go, because the party is not for our pleasure but for theirs.

Badminton Team Wins 3 Games; J. V., Doubles Team, Unbeaten

The week before spring vacation concluded the formal badminton season for Bryn Mawr, leaving a record of three wins and three losses for the varsity, a clear record of three wins and no losses for the junior varsity, and an unbeaten season for the number one doubles team of Nan Garton and Thelma Wurtzizer.

Miss Grant termed this a "pretty good season," considering the varsity players lost last spring at graduation. Until this year Swarthmore was the only team to defeat Bryn Mawr, and will return at 11:30.

Rules and not Leave the recreation hall.

The buses supplied by the Red Cross this year and will return at 11:30. March 14, at Penn, the junior varsity, defeated Bryn Mawr's first defeat by Penn, when they won their game, 1-2-3.

On March 19, the Merion Cricket Club courts witnessed the defeat of the club team by Bryn Mawr, 4-1, while the final match, 1-4, to Bryn Mawr's first defeat by Penn, when they won their game, 1-2-3.

The team closed the season by defeating the faculty team, 5-0.

There is prospects of a good 1919 season, according to Miss Grant, since there are many freshmen on the squad and few seniors will be lost from the team. The badminton tea will be held Thursday, at 4:15, to elect a new manager and captain.

"Our Vichy Gamble"

L. Langer

"Three Came Home"

Agnes Newton Keith

"Mr. Whittle and the Morning Star"

Robert Nathan

The Country Bookshop
Bryn Mawr
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Harvard, Bryn Mawr Concert
Is Varied, Rich in Timbre

Continued from Page 1

the carol, "Awake thou wintry earth" and a duct from Bach's Christ Lag in Todesbanden, were remarkable for the energy and the sensitiveness mood which they evoked. The double octet and two rounds, both extremely difficult and the final selection from Bach. The work evoked the more conventional idiom Woodworth and the calibre of their singers. Their version of "My Soul there is a Country" and Irving Pines' Afiknow, were not on a level with the rest of the pro-

Continued from Page 1

Bright and Appealing
Colorful and Gay

We Have Dresses
For Every Day

$5.95 and up
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SALE
25% off on Suits
15% off on Coats
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